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Abstract—Observational studies indicate that large earthquakes are sometimes preceded by phases of

accelerated seismic release (ASR) characterized by cumulative Benioff strain following a power law time-

to-failure relation with a term ðtf � tÞm, where tf is the failure time of the large event and observed values of

m are close to 0.3. We discuss properties of ASR and related aspects of seismicity patterns associated with

several theoretical frameworks. The subcritical crack growth approach developed to describe deformation

on a crack prior to the occurrence of dynamic rupture predicts great variability and low asymptotic values

of the exponent m that are not compatible with observed ASR phases. Statistical physics studies assuming

that system-size failures in a deforming region correspond to critical phase transitions predict

establishment of long-range correlations of dynamic variables and power-law statistics before large

events. Using stress and earthquake histories simulated by the model of BEN-ZION (1996) for a discrete

fault with quenched heterogeneities in a 3-D elastic half space, we show that large model earthquakes are

associated with nonrepeating cyclical establishment and destruction of long-range stress correlations,

accompanied by nonstationary cumulative Benioff strain release. We then analyze results associated with a

regional lithospheric model consisting of a seismogenic upper crust governed by the damage rheology of

LYAKHOVSKY et al. (1997) over a viscoelastic substrate. We demonstrate analytically for a simplified 1-D

case that the employed damage rheology leads to a singular power-law equation for strain proportional to

ðtf � tÞ�1=3, and a nonsingular power-law relation for cumulative Benioff strain proportional to ðtf � tÞ1=3.
A simple approximate generalization of the latter for regional cumulative Benioff strain is obtained by

adding to the result a linear function of time representing a stationary background release. To go beyond

the analytical expectations, we examine results generated by various realizations of the regional

lithospheric model producing seismicity following the characteristic frequency-size statistics, Gutenberg-

Richter power-law distribution, and mode switching activity. We find that phases of ASR exist only when

the seismicity preceding a given large event has broad frequency-size statistics. In such cases the simulated

ASR phases can be fitted well by the singular analytical relation with m ¼ �1=3, the nonsingular equation

with m ¼ 0:2, and the generalized version of the latter including a linear term with m ¼ 1=3. The obtained

good fits with all three relations highlight the difficulty of deriving reliable information on functional forms

and parameter values from such data sets. The activation process in the simulated ASR phases is found to

be accommodated both by increasing rates of moderate events and increasing average event size, with the

former starting a few years earlier than the latter. The lack of ASR in portions of the seismicity not having

broad frequency-size statistics may explain why some large earthquakes are preceded by ASR and other

are not. The results suggest that observations of moderate and large events contain two complementary

end-member predictive signals on the time of future large earthquakes. In portions of seismicity following

the characteristic earthquake distribution, such information exists directly in the associated quasi-periodic

temporal distribution of large events. In portions of seismicity having broad frequency-size statistics with
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random or clustered temporal distribution of large events, the ASR phases have predictive information.

The extent to which natural seismicity may be understood in terms of these end-member cases remains to

be clarified. Continuing studies of evolving stress and other dynamic variables in model calculations

combined with advanced analyses of simulated and observed seismicity patterns may lead to improvements

in existing forecasting strategies.

Key words: Continuum mechanics, damage rheology, heterogeneous faults, seismicity patterns, large

earthquake cycles.

1. Introduction

Large earthquakes are often, but not always, preceded by a period during which

the surrounding region experiences a phase of accelerated seismic release (ASR). This

may be manifested as higher overall seismicity rates or elevated rates of low

magnitude seismicity (e.g., PAPAZACHOS, 1973; JONES and MOLNAR, 1979; SHAW

et al., 1992), increasing earthquake magnitude and/or number of moderate-size

events with time (e.g., MOGI, 1969, 1981; ELLSWORTH et al., 1981; LINDH, 1990;

KNOPOFF et al., 1996), and/or higher values of several functions of those (e.g.,

VARNES, 1989; SYKES and JAUMÉ, 1990; KEILIS-BOROK and KOSSOBOKOV, 1990;

BUFE and VARNES, 1993; PRESS and ALLEN, 1995). The various forms of ASR

activities occur in a broad region surrounding the following large earthquake

ruptures. A recent review of features associated with observed ASR phases can be

found in JAUMÉ and SYKES (1999).

BUFE and VARNES (1993) analyzed a few cumulative measures of seismic release

during a period of about 150 years in northern California in terms of a power-law

time-to-failure relation X
Mf

0ðtÞ ¼ A þ Bðtf � tÞm ; ð1aÞ

where t is time, A, B, and m are adjustable parameters, tf is failure time of a relatively

large earthquake terminating a phase of ASR, and Mf
0 is seismic moment for f ¼ 1,

event count for f ¼ 0, and Benioff strain for f ¼ 1=2. They concluded that the

cumulative Benioff strain in the space-time domain they study follows the power-law

relation (1a) better than either a cumulative event count or cumulative seismic

moment. SYKES and JAUMÉ (1990) fitted cumulative moment release in a similar

space-time domain to that used by BUFE and VARNES (1993) with an exponential,

rather than a power law function.

Subsequent observational analyses of ASR before relatively large earthquakes

(BUFE et al., 1994; SORNETTE and SAMMIS, 1995; VARNES and BUFE, 1996; BOWMAN

et al., 1998; BREHM and BRAILE, 1998; ROBINSON, 2000) focused on power-law time-

to-failure fits of cumulative Benioff strain

X
M

1=2
0 ðtÞ ¼ A þ Bðtf � tÞm : ð1bÞ
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In retrospective- and forward-prediction applications of (1b) (e.g., BUFE et al., 1994;

SORNETTE and SAMMIS, 1995; BREHM and BRAILE, 1999; ROBINSON, 2000), values of

tf and A found by fitting procedures give estimates of the time and magnitude of the

events culminating the ASR phases. It is well known (e.g., KANAMORI and

ANDERSON, 1975) that event count N, earthquake magnitude M, and seismic

moment M0 of regional seismicity satisfy the scaling relations Log10N � �M and

Log10M0 � 1:5 M. Thus applications of (1a) with f ¼ 1 and f ¼ 0 give dominating

weights to the largest and smallest events within the analysis, respectively, while

fractional values of f provide filters that modify the relative contributions of events in

different magnitude ranges. With the above scaling relations, the contribution from

each magnitude unit is approximately the same for f ¼ 2=3, and consequently the

choice f ¼ 1=2 in (1b) associated with the Benioff strain gives a somewhat higher

weight to smaller events (e.g., SAMMIS et al., 1996).

Table 1 summarizes information on seismic regions, culminating large earth-

quakes, and best-fitting or fixed-used values of the exponent m in observational

studies of ASR employing Benioff strain. We note that the number N of data points

used to estimate the parameters of (1b) from observed ASR phases is typically less

than 30. Synthetic data tests indicate that the uncertainty of estimated power-law

parameters, approximately proportional to N1=2, is rather high for such small data

sets (Y. Huang, pers. comm., 2000). In addition, there are other possible errors in the

best-fitting and used m values (and other ASR parameters) due to ambiguities

associated with the identification of ASR phases, selection of involved spatio-

temporal domains, and various other analysis issues (e.g., VERE-JONES et al., 2001).

Nevertheless, the results summarized in Table 1 form the current phenomenological

basis of ASR and as such they are used in the present work. The relatively large

earthquakes terminating the observed ASR phases range in size from M < 4 (BREHM

and BRAILE, 1998) to M > 8 (BUFE et al., 1994; BOWMAN et al., 1998). Figures 1a

and 1b show the distributions of all and best-fitting m values of Table 1, calculated

with the kernel density method (SILVERMAN, 1986). The two distributions are peaked

at m values of 0.29 and 0.28, respectively. Figures 1c and 1d show the mean, standard

deviation, and median of all and best-fitting m values as a function of the magnitude

cutoff Mcut of the relatively large events terminating the observed ASR phases. In

both Figures 1c and 1d, the mean and median have a flat maximum region near

m ¼ 0:3 for 5 � Mcut � 7:5 and they fall for smaller and larger Mcut.

In the following sections we present analytical and numerical results on ASR

phases and related properties of seismicity patterns based on a number of

different theoretical models. In Section 2.1 we discuss expectations associated with

subcritical crack growth and conclude that this framework provides an inadequate

explanation for observed ASR phases. In Section 2.2 we review statistical physics

studies based on the assumption that large events in a deforming region

correspond to phase transitions. Generic expectations in this framework include

progressive establishment of long-range correlations of dynamic variables and
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Table 1

Reported best-fitting and fixed-used values of the exponent m of the power-law time-to-failure equation (1b)

in observational studies of accelerated seismic release

References Seismic region M large mfree mused Notes

Bufe and Varnes

[1993] (BV 93)

Branches of the

San Andreas fault

system north of the

creeping zone

7.9

6.9

6.8

0.32

0.30

0.34

Bufe et al. [1994]

(BNV 94)

Segments of

subduction zone in

the Alaska-Aleutian

region

7.5

7.4

7.8

7.8

8.5

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

Sornette and

Sammis [1995]

(SS95)

Loma Prieta

Kommandorski Island

6.9

>8.0

0.35,

0.34*

0.26,

0.28*

* denotes values

obtained using

equation (6), where the

power law (1b) is

augmented by log-

periodic oscillations.

Same sequences were

also studied by BV93

and BNV94

Varnes and Bufe

[1996] (VB96)

Virgin Islands 4.8

4.8

0.2

0.3

Bowman et al. [1998] California 7.5

7.3

7.0

6.7

6.7

6.6

6.6

6.5

7.7

5.6

0.3

0.18

0.28

0.18

0.1

0.13

0.43

0.55

0.49

0.12

Some sequences also

studied by BV93,

SS95, and VB96

Assam Virgin Islands 8.6

4.8

0.22

0.11

Brehm and Brail

[1998]

New Madrid

seismic zone

6.2

5.5

4.3

3.6

3.8

4.3

3.6

3.5

3.6

5.2

4.1

4.3

3.8

0.13

0.27

0.25

0.27

0.20

0.27

0.13

0.30

0.35

0.16

0.23

0.12

0.30
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asymptotic power-law relations during the evolution leading to critical or spinodal

phase transitions (e.g., SORNETTE and SAMMIS, 1995; SALEUR et al., 1996; RUNDLE

et al., 2000b). In Section 2.3 we show that large earthquakes in the model of BEN-

ZION (1996) for a discrete heterogeneous strike-slip fault in a 3-D elastic half

space are associated with non-repeating cyclical establishment and destruction of

long-range stress correlations accompanied by non-stationary cumulative Benioff

strain. In Section 2.4 we demonstrate analytically that a 1-D version of the

damage rheology of LYAKHOVSKY et al. (1997) leads to a power-law time-to-

failure relation for strain with m ¼ �1=3, and a corresponding power law for

cumulative Benioff strain with m ¼ 1=3. To derive an approximate expectation for

regional deformation we add to the latter result a linear function of time

representing release from background seismicity. Properties of evolving seismicity

patterns in a regional model consisting of a seismogenic upper crust governed by

the damage rheology of LYAKHOVSKY et al. (1997) over a viscoelastic substrate are

discussed in Section 2.5. The results indicate that power-law build-up of

cumulative Benioff strain exists only when the seismicity preceding the large

earthquakes has broad frequency-size (FS) statistics. In such cases, the simulated

ASR phases can be fitted well by all three forgoing analytical results. The ASR

phases in the model simulations are accommodated both by increasing average

rate of moderate events and increasing average earthquake size, with the former

beginning a few years earlier. A brief discussion of the results including

suggestions for future studies and implications for forecasting large event times

is given in Section 3.

2. Analysis

Several theoretical frameworks may be used to explain the origin and parameters

of the time-to-failure power-law relation of cumulative Benioff strain. These include

Table 1

Continued

References Seismic region M large mfree mused Notes

Brehm and Brail

[1998]

New Madrid

seismic zone

4.3

4.8

3.9

3.5

4.2

3.5

0.20

0.16

0.27

0.18

0.24

0.47

Robinson [2000] New Zealand 7.0

6.7

6.7

0.31

0.29

0.46
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sub-critical crack growth, phase transition, and brittle deformation of heterogeneous

faults in continuum solids. The first approach provides a deterministic description of

failure at a single (relatively small, microscopic or mesoscopic) scale based on

continuum mechanics. The second gives macroscopic statistical physics results for

multi-scale failures near conditions of a global phase transition. The third, which we

develop further in this work, incorporates elements of the other two.

2.1. Subcritical Crack Growth

In solids with microcracks, inclusions, and other flaws, the internal stress field is

highly non-uniform. Such materials subjected to long-term loading show significant

rates of macroscopic crack extension at nominal (macroscopic) values of stress

intensity factor K significantly lower than the critical value for brittle failure. This

phenomenon is known as subcritical crack growth (SWANSON, 1984; ATKINSON and

MEREDITH, 1987; INGRAFFEA, 1987; COX and SCHOLZ, 1988). Experimental rates of

Figure 1

Statistics of best-fitting and fixed-used m values in the observations summarized in Table 1. (a) Density

(smooth histogram) of all the m values of Table 1 calculated with the kernel density method. (b) Same as

(a) for the best-fitting values only. (c) Median (x), mean (o), and standard deviation (vertical error bars) for

all m values of Table 1 as a function of magnitude cutoff of the events terminating the reported accelerated

seismic release (ASR) phases. (d) Same as (c) for the best-fitting m values only.
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subcritical crack growth are most commonly represented by a power-law equation

(CHARLES, 1958; PARIS and ERDÖGAN, 1963)

dL
dt

¼ C � Kp ; ð2Þ

where L is crack length and C and p are material parameters depending on confining

pressure, temperature, and other conditions. The latter is referred to as crack index

or stress corrosion index. Observed values of p in laboratory experiments vary greatly

during crack evolution (SWANSON, 1984, 1987; MEREDITH and ATKINSON, 1985;

ATKINSON and MEREDITH, 1987). In slow early deformation phases, p typically

ranges from 2 to 5. Then p may decrease slightly in a regime apparently controlled by

transport rates of reactive species at the crack tip. At some critical crack length there

is a transition to dynamic rupture and p increases rapidly to values between 10 and

100. LYAKHOVSKY (2001) demonstrates that calculated rates of quasi-static crack

propagation in a solid governed by the damage rheology of LYAKHOVSKY et al.

(1997) fit the above observations of subcritical crack growth.

DAS and SCHOLZ (1981), VARNES (1989), BUFE and VARNES (1993), MAIN (1999)

and others use the square-root relation between crack intensity factor and crack

length to convert (2) into a differential equation for crack growth in the form

dL
dt

¼ C	Lp=2 ; ð3Þ

where C	 depends on the applied load (assumed constant), pressure, temperature and

material properties. Integrating (3) and writing the solution for a crack growing from

an initial length L0 gives

L ¼ ½Lð2�pÞ=2
0 � ðp � 2ÞC	t=2�2=ð2�pÞ : ð4Þ

For p > 2, the crack length diverges when the quantity in the bracket becomes zero.

Using this to define a failure time (e.g., DAS and SCHOLZ, 1981) and substituting back

to (4) and (3) lead to a power-law relation between the crack length and time-to-

failure. To connect the result with (1a) and (1b), we use a scaling relation M0 � Lg

between seismic moment and crack dimension. The values of the exponent g range

from 3 for a smooth classical crack (e.g., KANAMORI and ANDERSON, 1975) to 2 for a

disordered fractal-like rupture (FISHER et al., 1997). Accounting for the square-root

conversion from seismic moment to Benioff strain, the relation between the exponent

m in (1b) and crack index p is

m ¼ g=ðp � 2Þ : ð5Þ

Using (5) and observed values of p, we estimate the values of m expected to be

associated with different stages of the subcritical crack growth process. During the

initial slow stage of crack growth (p ¼ 2 � 5), m varies from an unbounded value to 1
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or 2/3 depending on whether g is 3 or 2. This regime probably represents very low

seismic activity below the levels associated with observed ASR phases. During the

transitional regime before dynamic rupture, p increases, m decreases, and both vary

greatly. For p > 32 (or 22), m drops below 0.1 for g ¼ 3 (or 2). The predicted high

variability of m in the transition to dynamic rupture and low asymptotic value before

large-scale failure are not compatible with the values of m estimated from observed

ASR phases (Table 1 and Fig. 1).

The framework of subcritical crack growth was developed originally as an

empirical description of laboratory observations involving primarily the evolution of

a single crack from an early quasi-static deformation at small size scales to an

unstable dynamic rupture at a critical length. This may be referred to as a

deterministic continuum mechanics approach at a relatively small single scale. In

contrast, the ASR phenomenology is associated with a network of faults at a variety

of scales in a broad region around the eventual rupture that terminates an ASR

phase. It thus appears that subcritical crack growth before a large dynamic failure on

a fault does not provide a satisfactory explanation of ASR, both conceptually and in

terms of stability and asymptotic value of the m exponent.

2.2. Phase Transition

An alternative approach to understanding ASR based on statistical physics of

critical phenomena was developed by SORNETTE and SAMMIS (1995), SAMMIS et al.

(1996), and SALEUR et al. (1996). The basic underlying assumption in this approach

is that large earthquakes represent phase transitions in some extended spatial domain

where stress is correlated and close to a critical level for a system-size failure. With

additional assumptions and appropriate theoretical developments, this framework

provides (in contrast to the subcritical crack approach) asymptotic statistical results

for multi-scale failures in the space-time regions near the largest failure event. In this

view, phases of ASR are associated with a progressive occurrence of increasingly

larger events, due to progressive establishment of stress correlations over larger

portions of a given seismogenic domain. The latter may be defined as a region where

stress interaction with the tectonic loading and seismicity patterns are dominated by

large earthquakes on a major through-going fault zone.

BEN-ZION and SAMMIS (2001) review a variety of observational and theoretical

works on the character of fault zones and suggest that large-scale tectonic

deformation in given crustal domains is indeed dominated by relatively regular,

major through-going fault zones. This situation holds in the model of BEN-ZION

(1996) for a single disordered strike-slip fault system in a 3D elastic half space

discussed in Section 2.3, and the regional lithospheric model of BEN-ZION et al.

(1999) and LYAKHOVSKY et al. (2001) discussed in Section 2.5. In practice, however,

it is not yet clear how to divide the seismogenic crust into dominating fault zones and

associated surrounding domains in the sense discussed above. BOWMAN et al. (1998),
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BREHM and BRAILE (1998), and ROBINSON (2000) identified about 30 crustal domains

that were associated with phases of ASR before past large earthquakes, using search

procedures that maximize the fit between observed cumulative Benioff strain and the

a

b

Figure 2

(a) A schematic representation of a 3-D disordered strike-slip fault structure (from BEN-ZION, 1996). (b) A

planar representation of a disordered fault zone by a 2-D heterogeneous fault embedded in a 3-D elastic

half-space. Each fault location (x; y ¼ 0; z) represents deformation in a volume centered on the line (x; y; z).
The geometric disorder is modeled as disorder in strength properties of the planar fault. On regions I, II,

IV, V, boundary conditions are specified. Region II is a computational grid where spatio-temporal

evolution of stress and slip are calculated. The shown model configuration is tailored for the central San

Andreas Fault. GH and MM mark approximate positions of Gold Hill and Middle Mountain (from

BEN-ZION, 1996).
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time-to-failure power-law relation (1b). ZOLLER et al. (2001) identified about ten

such domains (most of which overlap with and are somewhat larger than those of

BOWMAN et al. (1998)) by optimizing the fit between growing correlations of

hypocenter locations and power-law time-to-failure relation. It is important to

examine in future works whether the regions defined in those studies based on past

seismicity will preserve their intended functionality in the context of new ASR

phases.

SORNETTE and SAMMIS (1995), SAMMIS et al. (1996), and SALEUR et al. (1996)

applied the renormalization group theory to show that cumulative Benioff strain may

represent the scaling regime of a critical phase transition, and that a complex-valued

critical exponent produces log periodic correction to the right side of (1b),

X
M

1=2
0 ðtÞ ¼ A þ Bðtf � tÞm½1 þ C cosð2p logðtf � tÞ= logðkÞ þ wÞ� ; ð6Þ

with C, k, and w being three additional free parameters. They also showed (SALEUR

et al., 1996) that complex critical exponents might be generated by an underlying

structure with discrete scale invariance (i.e., scale invariance at specific discrete

magnifications) or a Euclidean heterogeneous system in which discrete scale

invariance is produced by the dynamics. HUANG et al. (2000) demonstrated that

log periodic oscillations in cumulative Benioff strain are also the expected generic

outcome of routine processing of data containing an underlying power-law structure

as in (1a) and (1b) with superimposed white noise. The integration to obtain

cumulative Benioff strain transforms the original white noise to a correlated signal

that is manifested as log periodic oscillations around the background power-law

buildup. SORNETTE (1992) found that the mean field value of the exponent m

associated with a critical phase transition is m ¼ 1=2. This is close to the upper range

rather than the mean or median of the observed m values with a peak around 0.3

(Table 1 and Fig. 1). RUNDLE et al. (2000b) used scaling arguments to show that

power-law time-to-failure buildup of cumulative Benioff strain may represent the

scaling regime of a spinodal phase transition, with an exponent m= 1/4 close to the

observed values.

The statistical physics analyses provide powerful tools for studying possible types

and statistical properties of event patterns. However, they cannot be used to calculate

details of stress and displacement fields in a deforming solid. In the following sections

we discuss results based on deterministic models of heterogeneous faults with many

degrees of freedom in continuum solids. These heterogeneous models account for

both complex evolving seismicity patterns with multi-scale failures and detailed

deformation fields of the associated individual events.

2.3. Seismicity Patterns on Discrete Fault Systems with Quenched Heterogeneities

BEN-ZION (1996) simulated seismicity patterns for various cases of a 2-D discrete

fault system in a 3-D elastic solid, based on earlier works of BEN-ZION and RICE
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(1993, 1995). The model incorporates long-range elasticity, classical static/kinetic

friction, power law creep, realistic boundary conditions, and various types of

quenched heterogeneities. The work attempts to clarify the seismic response, on time

scales of a few hundreds of years, of large individual fault systems, which have

various levels of geometric disorder in the spatial distribution of brittle properties. A

basic assumption of the model is that over such time scales the first-order

deformational processes in a long and narrow 3-D fault zone (Fig. 2a) can be

mapped onto a 2-D planar fault in a 3-D elastic solid (Fig. 2b). As discussed in

Section 2.5, this is supported by good overall agreement between seismicity patterns

generated by various cases of quenched heterogeneities in the planar model, and

corresponding cases in the regional lithospheric model of LYAKHOVSKY et al. (2001)

and BEN-ZION et al. (1999) with evolving non-planar structures. However, a rigorous

mapping of various forms of 3-D geometric disorder onto corresponding planar

representations remains an important unresolved issue.

The results of BEN-ZION (1996, Figs. 8–11) show that during gradual tectonic

loading, small and intermediate earthquakes produce stress-roughening over their

size scales, which collectively smooth the longer wavelength components of stress and

develop long-range stress correlations on the fault. The pattern is reversed during

large ruptures of size approaching the system dimension, which reduce the stress level

and smooth the fluctuations along the large rupture area, while creating large stress

concentrations near its boundary and increasing considerably the stress outside it.

These system-size events reroughen the long wavelength stress field on the fault,

destroy the long-range correlation in the system, and set the beginning of a new large

earthquake cycle. ENEVA and BEN-ZION (1999) analyzed the progressive establish-

ment and destruction of stress correlations in the simulated results using fluctuations

of a stress-based order parameter. Following FERGUSON (1997) who evaluated slip-

deficit fluctuations in a slider-block model, the analysis employs a stress fluctuation

variable F ðtÞ defined as

F ðtÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

K

XK
i¼1

ðsiðtÞ � �ssiÞ2
vuut ; ð7Þ

where siðtÞ is the stress at cell i and time t, �ssi is the temporal average of stress at cell i

during the deformation history, and K is the total number of computational cells.

The variable F ðtÞ gives the temporal evolution of the RMS stress fluctuations along

the fault. Increasing fluctuations correspond to increasing spatial correlation and

increasing proximity to a global critical state.

Figure 3 top gives F ðtÞ of (7) for 150 years of deformation history simulated by

the model realization of BEN-ZION (1996) with a fractal distribution of strength

heterogeneities. The results show clearly the existence of non-repeating cyclic

establishment and destruction of stress correlations on the fault. A large cycle begins

when each large event (vertical lines in Fig. 3 top) destroys the long-range correlation
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Figure 3

Top panel: Fluctuations of a stress-based order parameter for the model realization of BEN-ZION (1996)

with fractal distribution of strength heterogeneities. The vertical lines show the times of 17 events with

M � 5:5 that occur in the calculated history. Middle panel: Cumulative Benioff strain in the first 60 years

of model evolution with 5 large earthquake cycles. Bottom panel: Rupture areas of events 2–10 of the

17 M � 5:5 earthquakes shown in the top panel. The event number increases from left to right and top to

bottom (i.e., event 2 is on the left of the top raw and event 10 is on the right of the bottom raw).
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of stress fluctuations. The combined occurrences of the subsequent small to

intermediate size events increase the spatial correlation of fluctuations on the fault.

The correlation length reaches a maximum value at about 3/4 the cycle time, when

the ongoing model events establish ‘‘stress bridges’’ across the entire system. Then

the correlation length fluctuates around the maximum value, sometimes with one or

more clear drops, until one small event cascades to become the next large earthquake.

This destroys the long-range correlation and starts a new cycle. The middle panel in

Figure 3 shows the cumulative Benioff strain release on the fault for the first 60 years

with five large earthquake cycles. As seen, there is clear overall correspondence

between the cumulative Benioff strain, increasing stress correlation, and large

earthquake cycle on the fault. However, since the model of Figure 2 does not

simulate regional seismicity, the nonlinearities in the cumulative Benioff strain are

produced primarily by drops after rather than build up before large events. Figure 3

bottom shows rupture areas of 9 large events that set the cycles duration. The areas

are not necessarily contiguous, since the model incorporates long-range elasticity,

however all these ruptures produce system-size stress changes that punctuate the

relatively gradual preceding and following evolving correlations.

The simulated establishment and destruction of stress correlations within large

earthquake cycles represent a nonrepeating cyclical approach to and retreat from

criticality, or intermittent criticality, in general agreement with the cellular automata

simulations of SAMMIS and SMITH (1999). Intermittent criticality associated with the

occurrence of large earthquakes is supported by observed power law distributions of

moment vs. time (ASR phases), number vs. moment (Gutenberg-Richter frequency-

size statistics), and number vs. time (Omori law) before and after large earthquakes.

We note that FISHER et al. (1997) demonstrated analytically and numerically that the

model of BEN-ZION (1996) has an underlying critical point of a second-order phase

transition. The critical point is associated with specific values of tuning parameters

(dynamic weakening and conservation of stress transfer during failure events), and

therefore it is ‘‘standard-ordinary-criticality’’ rather than ‘‘self-organized-criticality.’’

In addition, the dynamics of the fault system of Figure 2 have a clear cyclical

component, whereas self-organized-criticality describes stationary criticality where

the only deviations from power-law distributions are statistical fluctuations (e.g.,

JENSEN, 1998). Tuning parameters and cyclical components are also present in the

dynamics of the regional model for coupled evolution of earthquakes and faults

discussed in the following two sections.

2.4. Continuum-mechanics-based Damage Rheology Model

BEN-ZION et al. (1999) and LYAKHOVSKY et al. (2001) used the damage rheology

model of LYAKHOVSKY et al. (1997) in a regional lithospheric framework employed

in the next section. The damage rheology of LYAKHOVSKY et al. (1997) provides a

continuum-mechanics-based formulation for evolving non-linear properties of rocks
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under conditions of irreversible deformation. The framework adds to the Lamé

parameters of linear Hookean elasticity k and l, a third parameter c to account for

the asymmetry of rock deformation under compression and tension conditions, and

makes the moduli functions of an evolving damage state variable a. The damage

variable a represents the local microcrack density as a function of the deformation

history. An undamaged solid with a ¼ 0 is the ideal linear elastic material governed

by the usual Hooke’s law (c ¼ 0 for a ¼ 0). At the other extreme, a material with

a ¼ ac � 1 is densely cracked and can not support any load. The damage rheology

model of LYAKHOVSKY et al. (1997) calculates the instantaneous values of the elastic

moduli for all intermediate states of the damage parameter (0 < a < ac), based on

the balance equations of energy and entropy and the above generalization of linear

elasticity.

A full derivation of the governing equations and comparisons of model

predictions with friction, fracture, and acoustic emission rock mechanics experiments

(used both to validate the formulation and to constrain model parameters) are given

by LYAKHOVSKY et al. (1997). The final equation for damage evolution, used below

to derive a power-law time-to-failure relation, is

da=dt ¼ CI2ðn � n0Þ ; ð8Þ

where n ¼ I1=
ffiffiffiffi
I2

p
, I1 ¼ ekk and I2 ¼ eijeij are the first and second invariants of the

strain tensor eij, the coefficient C describes the rate of damage evolution for a given

deformation, and the critical strain parameter n0 is qualitatively similar to internal

friction in Mohr-Coulomb yielding criteria. A state of strain n > n0 leads to

material degradation (weakening of instantaneous elastic moduli) with a rate

proportional to the second strain invariant multiplied by (n � n0). Similarly, a state

of strain n < n0 results in material strengthening (healing of instantaneous elastic

moduli) proportional to the same factors. The damage rate coefficient C is constant

during material degradation (n > n0) and an exponential function of a during

healing (n < n0). The latter produces logarithmic healing in agreement with

laboratory rate and state friction experiments (e.g., DIETERICH, 1972; SCHOLZ,

1990; MARONE, 1998).

BUFE and VARNES (1993) discuss general connections between ASR and damage

mechanics. Below we show that a 1-D version of the damage rheology of

LYAKHOVSKY et al. (1997) leads with a straightforward analytical derivation to

power-law time-to-failure relation for strain with exponent m ¼ �1=3, and

corresponding power-law relation for cumulative Benioff strain release with

m ¼ 1=3. For 1-D deformation, equation (8) becomes

da=dt ¼ Ce2 ; ð9Þ

where e is the current strain. The stress-strain relation in this case is

r ¼ E0ð1 � aÞe ; ð10Þ
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where E0ð1 � aÞ is the effective elastic modulus of a 1-D damaged material with E0

being the initial modulus of the undamaged solid. Assuming constant stress r and

integrating (9) using (10) gives

a ¼ 1 � f1 � ð3Cr2=E2
0Þtg

1=3 : ð11Þ

Substituting (11) back into (10) leads to strain accumulation in the power-law form

e ¼ r=E0f1 � ð3Cr2=E2
0Þtg

�1=3 : ð12Þ

Using in (12) tf ¼ E2
0=3Cr2, defined by setting a ¼ 1 in (11), and changing constants

gives

eðtÞ ¼ r=E0ð1 � t=tfÞ�1=3 ¼ r=E0ðDt=tfÞ�1=3 ð13Þ

with Dt ¼ tf � t. Equation (13) with negative exponent and strain singularity at the

final failure time provides an appropriate physical expression for analyzing evolving

deformation preceding a system-size event. However, analysis of observed ASR

phases to date have focused on a nonsingular power-law time-to-failure equation of

cumulative Benioff strain release with a positive exponent. Such an expression can be

readily derived from the previous results. Using (10)–(13), the strain energy is

UðtÞ ¼ ð1=2Þre ¼ ðr2=2E0ÞðDt=tfÞ�1=3 ; ð14Þ

the energy and moment releases are proportional to

�@U=@t � �ðDt=tfÞ�4=3 ; ð15Þ

and the cumulative Benioff strain release is proportional to

�
Z

ð@U=@tÞ1=2dt � ðDt=tfÞ1=3 : ð16Þ

Thus the 1-D version of our damage rheology predicts a power-law time-to-failure

relation for cumulative Benioff strain with an exponent m ¼ 1=3, close to the

observed values.

Application of equation (16) to data of regional deformation containing many

‘‘damage degrees of freedom’’ requires modifications. The simplest generalization of

the above result for such cases may be obtained by adding to the right side of (16) a

linear function representing a stationary release associated with background regional

seismicity (see also MAIN (1999)). With this, the expected cumulative Benioff strain in

regional deformation has the form

X
M

1=2
0 ðtÞ ¼ A1 þ A2t þ A3ðDt=tfÞ1=3 ; ð17Þ

where A1, A2, A3 are constants. In the next section we use equations (13), (16), and

(17) to fit phases of ASR simulated by a regional lithospheric model with a
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seismogenic upper crust governed by the damage rheology of LYAKHOVSKY et al.

(1997).

2.5. Coupled Evolution of Earthquakes and Faults in a Regional Lithospheric Model

LYAKHOVSKY et al. (2001) and BEN-ZION et al. (1999) studied properties of

crustal deformation associated with coupled evolution of earthquakes and faults

using a version of the model shown in Figure 4 with a uniform upper crust thickness.

The model consists of a seismogenic upper crust layer governed by the damage

rheology of LYAKHOVSKY et al. (1997) over a layered Maxwell viscoelastic substrate.

The evolving damage in the seismogenic layer simulates the creation and healing of

fault systems as a function of the deformation history. The upper crust is coupled

viscoelastically to the substrate where steady plate motion drives the deformation.

The calculations employ vertically averaged variables of the thin sheet approxima-

tion for the viscous component of motion, and a Green function for a 3-D elastic

half-space for the instantaneous component of deformation. Because of the thin

sheet approximation, each model earthquake breaks the entire seismogenic zone so

the smallest simulated event has a magnitude of about M ¼ 6. In this sense the model

is 2-D; however, stress transfer calculations are done, as mentioned above, with 3-D

Figure 4

Geometry and parameters for a regional lithospheric model for coupled evolution of earthquakes and

faults. The crust consists of a brittle upper layer governed by damage rheology over a viscoelastic lower

crust driven by steady mantle motion from below. H and h mark the thickness of the upper and lower crust

layers, respectively. Parameters l, n, g, and m denote rigidity, critical strain coefficient, viscosity, and

Poisson’s constant, respectively. The boundary conditions are constant stress at the left and right edges and

periodic repeats at the front and rear faces. The simulations leading to Figures 5 and 6 are done with a

uniform crustal thickness H ¼ 15 km. The simulations leading to Figures 7–10 are done with variable

crustal thickness as indicated in the figure.
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elasticity. We refer to this combined framework as a 2.5-D hybrid model. The

formulation accounts in an internally consistent manner for evolving deformation

fields, evolving fault structures, and spatio-temporal seismicity patterns. Simplified

simulations with a prescribed narrow damage zone in an otherwise damage-free plate

generate earthquake cycles on a large strike-slip fault with distinct inter-, pre-, co-,

and post-seismic periods. LYAKHOVSKY et al. (2001) established that model evolution

during each period is controlled by a subset of parameters that can be constrained by

seismological, geodetic, and other geophysical data. Parameter values that are

compatible with observations associated with the San Andreas fault are indicated in

Figure 4 and used in the simulations discussed below.

Model realizations with the large-scale parameters of Figure 4 and random initial

damage distribution produce large crustal faults and subsidiary branches with

complex geometries. The parameter-space studies of BEN-ZION et al. (1999) and

LYAKHOVSKY et al. (2001) with random initial damage and uniform upper crust

thickness indicate that the results may be divided into three different dynamic

regimes controlled by the ratio of time scale for damage healing sH to time scale for

tectonic loading sL. The former characterizes the time for strength recovering after

the occurrence of a brittle event and the latter the time for stress recovering at a failed

location. High ratio of sH=sL leads to the development of geometrically regular fault

systems and FS event statistics compatible with the characteristic earthquake (CE)

distribution. In such cases, the event statistics are similar to those simulated by

planar model realizations of BEN-ZION and RICE (1993, 1995) and BEN-ZION (1996)

with relatively regular quenched heterogeneities. Conversely, low ratio of sH=sL leads

to the development of a network of disordered fault systems, and power-law

Gutenberg-Richter (GR) distribution. In these cases, the event statistics are similar to

those simulated by model realizations of Ben-Zion and Rice with highly disordered

quenched heterogeneities. For intermediate ratios of sH=sL, the results exhibit

alternating overall switching of response, from periods of intense seismic activity and

CE statistics to periods of low seismic activity and GR statistics. DAHMEN et al.

(1998) demonstrated analytically and numerically that a similar mode switching

behavior exists in the planar model of Ben-Zion and Rice for a range of dynamic

weakening and conservation of stress transfer parameters.

Figure 5 shows cumulative Benioff strain simulated by the regional lithospheric

model with a uniform upper crust thickness H ¼ 15 km for cases producing the CE

distribution, mode switching activity, and GR statistics. In the top panel with the CE

distribution, the deviations from linear cumulative Benioff strain before the large

events are abrupt and cannot be approximated well with a power-law relation. In the

middle panel, there is a sharp transition in the cumulative Benioff strain when the

mode of seismic release switches around 32 yr. from a period with relatively low

release and GR distribution to a period with relatively high release and CE

distribution. In the bottom panel with seismicity having GR statistics, there is a clear

phase of ASR before the largest event. The cumulative Benioff strain in the ASR
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phase of the bottom panel can be fitted well by the singular power-law time-to-failure

equation (13) with m ¼ �1=3 (long dash curve), the nonsingular relation (16) with

m ¼ 0:2 (solid curve), and the generalized equation (17) with m ¼ 1=3 (short dash

curve). The good fits generated by the three different functions highlight the non-

uniqueness associated with fitting such data, and stress the need for a careful

Figure 5

Cumulative Benioff strain for model realizations with uniform crustal thickness and three different ratios of

healing time scale sH to loading time scale sL leading to different frequency-size (FS) distributions. (A)

High ratio of sH=sL with characteristic earthquake distribution. (B) Intermediate ratio of sH=sL with mode

switching activity. (C) Low ratio of sH=sL with power law FS statistics. The cumulative Benioff strain

exhibits ASR before large events only when the earthquakes preceding the large event have a broad FS

distribution. The ASR phase in the bottom panel is fitted with three power-law time-to-failure relations

represented by A1 þ A2t þ A3ðtf � tÞm. The long dash line corresponds to eq. (13) and is given by

m ¼ �1=3;A1 ¼ 1:4 1015, A2 ¼ 0, and A3 ¼ 8 1013. The solid line corresponds to eq. (16) and is given by

m ¼ 0:2;A1 ¼ 1:6 1015, A2 ¼ 0, and A3 ¼ �1:0 1014. The short dash corresponds to eq. (17) and is given

by m ¼ 1=3, A1 ¼ 1:6 1015, A2 ¼ 1:2 1012, and A3 ¼ �8:2 1013.
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estimation procedure when deriving functional forms and parameter values from

similar data sets. VERE-JONES et al. (2001) provide several other examples of

nonuniqueness and parameter estimation issues associated with ASR.

It is interesting to examine whether the activation process during the ASR phases

involves increasing event size with time, increasing seismicity rates, or both. Figure 6

gives the average time interval between earthquakes and average event size in the ten

years prior to the time tf of the large event culminating the ASR phase in the bottom

panel of Figure 5. The results show that the simulated ASR phase begins at about 8

years before tf with increasing rates of moderate events (recall that the minimum

simulated magnitude is M � 6), and the rates continue to accelerate as the time of the

culminating large earthquake is approached. This initial form of activation is

followed a few years later, at about 1 year before tf in the example shown, by a

shorter phase of increasing event sizes. Similar trends are found in another set of

simulations discussed below.

To verify the conclusions associated with the previous simulations we modify the

model to include a variable crustal thickness in the direction parallel to the plate

motion. In this version (Fig. 4), the thickness of the brittle upper crust changes from

10 km to 20 km through a narrow smooth transition zone. The rheological

parameters are the same as before and the ratio of sH=sL is low enough to produce

GR event statistics in the previous configuration with a uniform crustal thickness. To

account for the variable thickness of the upper crust, we include in the governing

equations of the 2.5-D hybrid model an additional force term proportional to the

gradient of the upper crust thickness, as is commonly done in studies of lithospheric

Figure 6

Average time interval between events (thick gray line) and average event magnitude (diamonds and thin

line) during the ASR phase in the bottom panel of Figure 5.
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deformation (e.g., ARTUSHKOV, 1973; SONDER and ENGLAND, 1989). This amounts to

replacing equation (13) of LYAKHOVSKY et al. (2001) with

H
ZZ

S

Gkn
@

@t
@rnm

@xm
dS þ Hh

g
@rkm

@xm
þ qucðqlc � qucÞ

2qlc
grH 2

� �
¼ @uk

@t
� V ðkÞ

plate ; ð18Þ

where quc and qlc are densities of the upper and lower crust layers, g is the

gravitational acceleration, G is Green function for a 3-D elastic half space, u is

displacement, and the other parameters are defined in Figure 4.

In our case with qlc � quc ¼ 0:2 gr/cm3 and a mild difference between the

thickness of the different crustal blocks, the additional force in (18) plays an

insignificant role. However, the two different upper crust layers can store different

amounts of elastic strain energy and produce different maximum earthquakes. This

leads to another type of mode switching activity with space-time separation between

event population with broad FS statistics and event population following the CE

distribution (Fig. 7). During certain time intervals, seismicity not including the

largest possible events occurs primarily in the thinner crustal block with FS statistics

following the GR distribution. Occasionally, ruptures break through the transition

zone initiating time intervals in which the thicker block participates in the earthquake

activity. The seismicity in these time intervals includes clusters of the largest possible

earthquakes and the associated FS statistics follows the CE distribution. During

these latter periods, the cumulative Benioff strain experiences large abrupt jumps

before the strongest events (Fig. 8) that cannot be fitted well by a power-law time-to-

failure equation. In contrast, during the time intervals in which seismicity with broad

FS statistics occurs in the thinner crustal block, the largest events are preceded by

ASR phases (Fig. 9a) with a gradual buildup of activity. The cumulative Benioff

strain in the ASR phases can be fitted well (Fig. 9b), as in Figure 5, by the singular

analytical relation (13) with m ¼ �1=3 (long dash curve), the non-singular equation

(16) with m ¼ 0:2 (solid curve), and the generalized relation (17) with m ¼ 1=3 (short

dash curve). Figure 10 displays the average time interval and average event size

during the ASR phase of Figure 9b. As in Figure 6, the ASR phase begins with

increasing rates of moderate events, here around 5 years before tf, followed at about

3 years before tf by increasing event sizes.

3. Discussion

We examined properties of ASR and related aspects of seismicity patterns

associated with a number of theoretical frameworks. The studies continue our

previous investigations of collective behavior of earthquakes and faults based on

several different model categories. These include the discrete fault system with

quenched heterogeneities of Section 2.3, the regional lithospheric model of Section
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2.5, and a smooth homogeneous fault in a continuum solid (e.g., BEN-ZION and RICE,

1997; LAPUSTA et al., 2000). The results from all these models indicate the existence

of three basic dynamic regimes. The first is associated with strong fault heteroge-

neities, power-law FS statistics of earthquakes, and random or clustered

temporal statistics of intermediate and large events. The second is associated with

Figure 8

Cumulative Benioff strain release during a time interval with high activity in the thicker upper crust block.

ASR phases are not observed.

Figure 7

Frequency-size event statistics in model simulations with a variable upper crust thickness. Activity in the

thinner block follows approximately a power-law distribution. Activity in the thicker block includes

clusters of large events following the characteristic earthquake distribution.
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homogeneous or relatively regular faults, FS statistics compatible with the charac-

teristic earthquake distribution, and quasi-periodic temporal occurrence of large

events. For a range of parameters, there is a third regime in which the response

Figure 9b

Power-law time-to-failure fits to the ASR phase marked in Figure 9a with A1 þ A2t þ A3ðtf � tÞm. The long

corresponds to eq. (13) and is given by m ¼ �1=3, A1 ¼ 1:8 1014, A2 ¼ 0, and A3 ¼ 1:4 1014. The solid line

corresponds to eq. (16) and is given by m ¼ 0:2, A1 ¼ 4:3 1014, A2 ¼ 0, and A3 ¼ �1:1 1014. The short

dash line corresponds to eq. (17) and is given by m ¼ 1=3, A1 ¼ 3:6 1014, A2 ¼ �1:9 1011, and

A3 ¼ �4:7 1013.

Figure 9a

Cumulative Benioff strain release for a time interval without activity in the thicker upper crust block. ASR

phases are observed. The box marks an ASR phase that is fitted in Figure 9b.
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switches back and forth between the forgoing two modes of behavior. As discussed in

our previous works, the model attributes and simulated patterns associated with the

different dynamic regimes are compatible with friction, fracture, and other data of

rock mechanics experiments, and in situ observations spanning wide ranges of space

and time scales. The latter include fault trace maps and compiled earthquake

statistics (WESNOUSKY, 1994; STIRLING et al., 1996), high-resolution microseismicity

patterns (e.g., JOHNSON and MCEVILLY, 1995; NADEAU et al., 1995), and long

paleoseismic records (e.g., GERSON et al., 1993; MARCO et al., 1996; ROCKWELL

et al., 2001; AMIT et al., 2001).

In the present work we focus on connections between ASR and other properties

of seismicity patterns. Various observational studies (e.g., BUFE and VARNES, 1993;

BOWMAN et al., 1998; BREHM and BRAILE, 1998; ROBINSON, 2000) fitted cumulative

Benioff strain to power-law time-to-failure equation with exponent values m close to

0.3 (Table 1 and Fig. 1). Examining the subcritical crack growth process, we find that

during the transition from stable slip to dynamic failure this framework predicts

great variability and low asymptotic values of m that are not compatible with

observations. Statistical physics results (e.g., SORNETTE and SAMMIS, 1995; SALEUR

et al., 1996; RUNDLE et al., 2000b) provide scaling relations for deformation leading

to global failures, assuming that those correspond to critical or spinodal phase

transitions. Generic expectations in these models include progressive establishment

of long-range correlations and asymptotic power-law relations during the final stages

of the evolution.

Figure 10

Average time interval between events (thick gray line) and average event magnitude (diamonds and thin

line) in the ASR phase of Figure 9b
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One fundamental obstacle of progress toward a better understanding of

earthquake processes is the fact that the evolution of stress and other governing

dynamic variables on natural faults cannot be directly observed. We demonstrate

that large earthquakes in the discrete heterogeneous fault model of BEN-ZION (1996)

are associated with nonrepeating cyclical establishment and destruction of long-

range stress correlations accompanied by non-stationary cumulative Benioff strain.

These results are compatible with the idea that large earthquake cycles involve an

approach to and retreat from criticality. Since stress evolution is not directly

observable, it is important to find seismicity-based parameters that can be used as

surrogate variables for stress and other dynamic variables of interest. This may be

done by continuing studies of the type discussed in Section 2.3, combined with

advanced analysis (e.g., PEPKE et al., 1994; ENEVA and BEN-ZION, 1997; RUNDLE

et al., 2000a) of the associated seismicity parameters.

Damage mechanics provides a framework that can be used to model brittle

deformation in a region with evolving material properties. We show analytically that

a 1-D version of the damage rheology of LYAKHOVSKY et al. (1997) leads to a

singular power-law time-to-failure relation with m ¼ �1=3 for strain preceding

catastrophic failure, and a corresponding nonsingular equation for cumulative

Benioff strain release with m ¼ 1=3. An approximate generalization of the latter

result for regional deformation is obtained by adding a linear function of time

representing a stationary background cumulative Benioff strain release.

Having these analytical expectations, we analyze results obtained by numerical

simulations employing various realizations of a regional lithospheric model with a

seismogenic upper crust governed by the damage rheology of LYAKHOVSKY et al.

(1997). The simulations indicate that ASR phases exist only when the events before a

given large earthquake have broad FS statistics. This appears to be a clear necessary

condition; however it is not a sufficient one. That is because the existence of ASR

requires not only a broad distribution of event sizes but also a failure sequencing

within the distribution that produces increasing seismic release. The ASR phases in

the simulated data are associated with both increasing rates of moderate events and

increasing average event size; with the former starting a few years before the latter

(Figs. 6 and 10). The simulated rate increase of moderate events is compatible with

the observations of ELLSWORTH et al. (1981), LINDH (1990), SYKES and JAUMÉ

(1990), and KNOPOFF et al. (1996), among others. The simulated increase of average

earthquake size is compatible with the observations of JAUMÉ and SYKES (1999) and

JAUMÉ (2000). The earlier occurrence in the simulations of the former type of

activation and generality of the other results should be examined further in future

studies.

The cumulative Benioff strain in the simulated ASR phases can be fitted well by

the singular, nonsingular, and generalized nonsingular functions discussed above

with exponent values close to those of the analytical derivations and observational

results. The good fit obtained with all three functions emphasizes the non-uniqueness
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associated with fitting such data sets and the need for better estimation procedures

(see also VERE-JONES et al., 2001). It is also important to develop better procedures

for selecting space-time domains associated with ASR phases, and to examine

whether the ‘‘zonings’’ of previous observational works (e.g., BOWMAN et al., 1998;

BREHM and BRAILE, 1998; ROBINSON, 2000; ZOLLER et al., 2001) remain valid for

future ASR phases.

The results of this and other works point to the existence of two complementary

endmember predictive signals in patterns of moderate and large events associated

with the first two dynamic regimes summarized at the beginning of the discussion. On

regular fault systems with FS event statistics compatible with the CE distribution,

there is predictive information in the associated quasi-periodic temporal distribution

of large events. On highly disordered fault systems with power-law FS statistics and

random or clustered temporal distribution of large events, phases of ASR before

large events have predictive information. Mode switching behavior, mixed popula-

tions of faults, and various forms of transients are some examples among many

possible complicating factors. A continuing multi-disciplinary research employing a

combination of numerical simulations, analytical work, and advanced analysis of

synthetic and observed data can clarify the generality of the discussed results and

may lead to recognition of additional predictive signals. Further progress in

prediction studies will also require more rigorous hypothesis testing and data analysis

(e.g., KAGAN, 1999).
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